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This is a girl named Ashley.
On Easter morning, Ashley went outside to look for the eggs the Easter Bunny left her.
Ashley grabbed her basket and was ready to go!
Ashley ran outside and found a blue egg lying in the grass.

She opened it up and found.....
a flower
Next, she found a purple egg under the tree.

She opened it up and inside was.....
a butterfly
Then, Ashley found a green egg on the swing.

Inside the green egg was......
a lamb
Ashley looked in the garden and found an orange egg. Inside of it was......
a carrot
Ashley found a yellow egg under the birdhouse.

She opened it up and found....
a chick
Finally, Ashley looked on the slide and found a pink egg, her favorite color.

She opened it up and found......
a bunny
Ashley was so happy with all of her presents from the Easter Bunny. She could not wait to play with her new toys and eat all the candy!
Happy Easter!